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Abstract

Objective: Theoretically informed by narrative inquiry, this paper examines the utility of stories as a possible tool for disseminating synthesized physical activity knowledge to adults with spinal cord injury (SCI) and health care professionals (HCPs) working with this population. It is the first research to systematically examine the use of narratives as a knowledge translation tool. Methods: Forty-three participants (15 adults with SCI; 13 peer mentors with SCI; and 15 HCPs) individually listened to an evidence-based story set in a rehabilitation hospital about the process of becoming physically active following SCI. Individual telephone interviews were conducted to examine participants’ perceptions of the story. Qualitative data were analyzed using a thematic analysis. Results: Five themes were inductively identified: 1) Effective communication; 2) Narrative authenticity; 3) Credible messengers; 4) Narrative format; and (5) Narrative as a form of action. Together, the themes reveal the story had utility, various attributes that help explain why this is case, how the utility might be maximized, what the stories could do on and for people, and how the narratives might be used to support behavior change. Conclusions: The article advances knowledge by revealing the value of narrative as a means for disseminating evidence-based information to people with SCI and HCPs. It also reveals that stories can be used to facilitate dialogue, teach, remind, reassure and reinvigorate people. This paper is a resource for enabling knowledge to be more effectively shared to different audiences and applying what we know in practice to help people live meaningful lives.
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In order to promote better health and well-being amongst various groups of people, there has been a burgeoning interest in physical activity as a form of ‘medicine’ (Sallis, 2009). One group that has recently been focused on by researchers is people with spinal cord injury (SCI). An emerging body of research-based knowledge is now available that suggests physical activity promotes physical (Wolfe et al., 2010) and psychological health (Smith, 2013; Smith & Sparkes, 2012) and quality of life (Martin Ginis, Jetha, Mack, & Hetz, 2010; Tomason, Wesch, Martin Ginis & Noreau, 2013) among people with SCI. Knowledge is also available on how much physical activity a person with SCI should do and for how long to increase physical fitness (Martin Ginis et al., 2011). Despite the availability of research-based knowledge, people with SCI are one of the most physically inactive segments of society (Martin Ginis et al., 2010), in part due to various psychological, social, material, and environmental barriers to being active (Rimmer et al., 2004; Smith & Sparkes, 2012). However, one key reason people with SCI have attributed to not engaging in physical activity relates to a lack of awareness and information on how to overcome barriers, what different activities to do, where to be active, how much activity to do, and how to stay motivated (Rimmer et al., 2004; Williams, Smith & Paphthomas, 2014). This lack of awareness and information raises various questions.

One set of questions raised revolves around a crucial component of the dynamic and inherently social process of knowledge translation (KT) – knowledge dissemination. For example, how might knowledge on SCI and physical activity be effectively disseminated, to whom, by which messengers, in what format, and with what possible effect? (Grimshaw et al., 2012; Lavis et al., 2003). Such questions are important when one considers that, as part of the KT process, disseminating research-based knowledge in accessible, credible, and meaningful ways has become a pressing concern over the last decade or more in health contexts (Grimshaw et al., 2012). These concerns have begun to be reflected in policy initiatives (Lavis et al., 2006), grant applications (Graham & Tetroe, 2007), and efforts to boost research impact among end users (e.g., Martin Ginis et al., 2012). Alongside this, as Kehn and Kroll (2009) suggested, disabled people are rarely featured
as a target in health promotion and, as part of any move to reverse this, the careful dissemination of knowledge needs to be taken seriously.

How though might we disseminate research-based knowledge and engage with this crucial component of the KT process? One possibility, for reasons that follow, is through the application of narrative inquiry. Narrative inquiry refers to a psycho-social approach that focuses on stories. Whilst there are contrasting perspectives on narrative within the human sciences (Smith & Sparkes, 2006), what binds many together is the belief that human beings are meaning makers who, in order to interpret, show, and direct life, configure and constitute their experience using narratives that their social and cultural world have passed down (Brockmeier, 2012). From this, narrative is theorized as holding several functions that, in turn, provide a series of good reasons for turning to stories to facilitate knowledge dissemination and help enable KT.

According to Frank (2010), narrative allows us to make sense of the complexities of life experience and shape what becomes the experience. Narratives also often shape human conduct. Rather than imitating or being simply representative of thought, emotion or behavior, narratives perform. That is, as actors (Frank, 2010) or forms of action (Brockmeier, 2012), narratives can do things on, for, and in people, guiding what individuals pay attention to and affecting what we think, how we behave, and what we imagine as possible. Thus, stories can open possible worlds, be powerful motivators of change and spark action, and prepare others for decisions that lie ahead (Andrews, 2014; Brockmeier, 2009). Narrative can also function to communicate complex knowledge in ways that are highly accessible to different audiences, not just academics (Scott et al., 2012). In other words, narrative can be used as a form of “knowledge tool” – that is, a focused resource that supports the dissemination of knowledge. This may be especially so when narratives are dialogic. As Parsons and Lavery (2012) argue, dialogue is a foundational feature of social life and an important way in which we come to understand one another. For them also, like others (Andrews, 2014; Frank, 2010; Petraglia, 2009), “dialogue possesses features making it unique as a generator of
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new knowledge and opportunities for social intervention” (p. 1). As such, the utility of stories as a form of KT needs to be investigated.

Against this backdrop, the purpose of this paper is to examine the utility of narratives as a knowledge tool for disseminating physical activity knowledge to spinal cord injured adults and health care professionals (HCPs) working with this population. Put in KT terms, the study takes two rigorously crafted stories from the knowledge funnel into the action cycle of Graham’s et al.’s (2006) knowledge-to-action framework to examine the knowledge tool’s value, usefulness, and appropriateness for disseminating knowledge effectively and promoting physical activity participation among newly-injured adults. Designed to address gaps in knowledge and the timely challenges outlined above, our central research questions were ‘how do adults with SCI and HCPs, as two key user-groups, perceive an evidence-based story about physical activity and what do these perceptions tell us about disseminating knowledge through stories’? This is the first empirical study to qualitatively examine stories as a possible tool for disseminating synthesized physical activity information.

None of this is to suggest that there is no work that has used narrative-based approaches. For example, health education has incorporated narrative methods to convey information to a number of populations (e.g., Hinyard & Kreuter, 2007); however, the previous use of stories/narratives in the health psychology field have primarily examined the use of narrative methods/theory as a vehicle for promoting health behaviors, primarily screening behaviours (e.g., sexual health screening, Pappas-DeLuca et al., 2008; cancer screening, Larkey & Gonzalez, 2007). Only two studies have examined the use of vignettes in a physical activity promotion context (Foulon & Martin Ginis, 2013; Gray & Harrington, 2011), and only one study has examined the use of vignettes among the SCI population (Foulon & Martin Ginis, 2013). The vignettes in these studies were though monological rather than dialogic, and were more like accounts than narratives. To our knowledge, no published studies have examined the use of narratives as a knowledge tool for disseminating physical activity information to
people with SCI. Moreover, this study takes a crafted knowledge tool (story) that has a foundation in narrative theory and physical activity research evidence, and systematically examines its utility from the perspective of the stakeholders who will ultimately be involved in its dissemination should it be adopted into a clinical practice setting in the future. Given that “the literature on the benefits of stories and the telling of stories is growing, the evidence base remains largely anecdotal” (Scott et al., 2012, p. 162), it is therefore crucial to empirically appraise stories as potential resources for disseminating physical activity knowledge to adults with SCI. This paper addresses this significant knowledge gap.

Methodology and Methods

Philosophical Assumptions and Data Collection Methods

The study design was underpinned by interpretivism, that is, ontological relativism (i.e., reality is multiple, created, and mind-dependent) and epistemological constructionism (i.e., knowledge is constructed and subjective). After gaining university ethical approval for the study, two written stories – which we discuss later - were turned into aural stories. It was felt an aural story would be more engaging for participants than a written format, and an aural story did not require a certain level of reading ability. Consultation with four people with SCI and two HCPs not involved in the study offered support for this decision. Separate versions of the stories for male and female audiences were audio-recorded by a single male and female actor, respectively, and saved as mp3 files. Copies of these audio recordings can be obtained from the first author or found at (name of website – removed for peer review purposes).

Participants were recruited using a purposive sampling strategy. To create a sample for assessing the utility of the stories from multiple perspectives, this strategy was specifically informed by maximum variation sampling (Sparkes & Smith, 2014). Three samples were compiled representing (a) adults with SCI, (b) peer mentors with SCI, that is, community-dwelling adults who regularly volunteer to share their experiences with newly-injured spinal cord injured adults, and (c)
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HCPs who currently work in inpatient rehabilitation units and had done so for at least three years. The latter two samples were selected because research has identified these two groups as key messengers for disseminating physical activity research and moving knowledge to action among the SCI population (Faulkner et al., 2010; Letts et al., 2011). Their inclusion ensures that the voices of key end-users were engaged and heard, thereby enhancing the potential uptake of the knowledge tool in future practice (Canadian Institutes of Health Research, 2012; Graham & Tetroe, 2007).

To recruit the three samples, people who were registered in existing SCI research databases (names removed for peer review process) or affiliated with SCI organizations, programs, and rehabilitation centers were invited to take part in this study. Recruitment of each participant group continued until data saturation was achieved. Data saturation is an iterative process that involves collecting and transcribing initial data, immediately assessing it, and then continuing to collect and assess data until nothing new is generated (O’Reilly & Parker, 2013). Data saturation is achieved when there are no more emergent patterns in the data; data begins to repeat itself. The result was a recruited sample of 43 people comprising: 15 adults with SCI (nine male, six female), 13 peers with SCI (eight male, five female), and, reflecting the fact that the majority of SCI HCPs are female (c.f., Foulon et al., 2012), 15 female HCPs. The HCPs included physiotherapists, occupational therapists, nurses, and education specialists who worked on a SCI inpatient rehabilitation unit.

After obtaining verbal informed consent from the participant, the audio-recorded story was played over the phone to each person prior to being interviewed. Because of the differences between men’s and women’s physical activity behaviors, including the different activities men and women prefer and differing reasons given for being active (Rauch et al., 2013), individuals and peers with SCI listened to the audio recording that was matched to their self-identified gender (e.g., participants identifying as male listened to the male version of the story). HCPs were randomized to listen to either the male or female audio recording. None of the participants were informed that the stories were grounded in research evidence, nor did they know before the study began, the purpose of the
study or the research questions guiding it. Following the story, participants were asked for their perceptions about the story. This was done through a semi-structured, one-to-one telephone interview, with each lasting approximately 60 minutes. The reasons this type of interview was used are that it allows researchers to obtain high quality and honest data from people with a variety of backgrounds and contexts, and who are often hard-to-reach (Trier-Bieniek, 2012). An interview guide was used to help facilitate discussion. Questions included in the guide were, “What do you think of the story?” and “How might others respond to the story?” Clarification, elaboration, and detail-orientated probes, that is curiosity driven follow-up questions (Sparkes & Smith, 2014), were used throughout to elicit richer data. For example, when a person volunteered that they thought the story was ‘true to life’ or ‘useful’ the interviewer later probed ‘why is this?’ or ‘what do you mean by this?’ All data were transcribed verbatim.

The Narratives

Full details on how the stories were developed, along with the actual stories, are published elsewhere (name of authors-removed for peer review). In brief, the stories are evidence-based in that the design and development of each was grounded in research we had conducted and synthesized. Our previous qualitative and quantitative research with nearly 700 spinal cord injured people identified people’s activity levels (name of authors-removed for peer review), how much physical activity a person should do and for how long to increase physical fitness (name of authors-removed), and the barriers (name of authors-removed), determinants (name of authors-removed), benefits (name of authors-removed), motivations (Martin Ginis et al., 2012; Perrier et al., 2013), trajectories (name of authors-removed), and gendered dimensions (name of authors-removed) associated with being physically active. Guided by Graham et al.’s (2006) knowledge-to-action framework to maximize research impact, we then synthesized this knowledge and constructed two 3000-word stories from the findings.

Our work also identified that rehabilitation was a key context for sharing physical knowledge
following SCI. As such, the stories were set in an inpatient rehabilitation hospital. Further, past research revealed differences between barriers and facilitators to men’s and women’s participation in physical activity (Martin Ginis et al., 2010; Stapleton, Martin Ginis, & the SHAPE-SCI Research Group, In Press). To reflect this evidence, two stories were developed; one story was targeted to individuals with SCI who self-identify as female and one for individuals with SCI who self-identify as male.

In addition to research evidence informing the content of each story, narrative theory informed how the stories were developed. For example, for reasons noted in the introduction the stories were assembled to be dialogical. This was partly achieved by constructing three characters that engaged in dialogue with each other. Further, the characters were developed to display the relational nature of human lives. They were drafted likewise to show polyphony, the dialogical capacity of voices to join in a whole, without each sacrificing its distinctiveness (Frank, 2010). Theoretically, not only can the plurality of unmerged character voices enable various readers or listeners to resonate with the story (Frank, 2010), but through these voices different narrative resources can also be offered to people. In so doing, people’s narrative resources are increased and, with more resources at their disposal, different ways of being and acting may be opened (Frank, 2010; Parsons & Lavery, 2012). Given this, the stories were designed to include a range of characters who interacted with specific others, both heard and anticipated, and who reflected in their verbal and non-verbal dialogues different experiences, knowledge, emotions, and intentions associated with physical activity. For instance, to promote polyphony, through dialogue that brought together past, present and future thoughts and actions, the characters showed a variety of experiences that ranged from having no intention to be active, to being active, to having little interest in physical activity and believing themselves as not ready for it, to maintaining a physically active lifestyle, to the challenges of relapsing and starting to be regularly active again.

The following is an edited example of one version of the story for individuals identifying as
female (author details removed for peer review; p. 2049).

“So being active is good as we grow older. Experts….have also found that being active deceases the risk for heart disease and diabetes. And my friends are telling me how energized they feel, how rejuvenated they are after exercising. They’ve noticed other benefits too. Not only can they push themselves up steeper ramps, but they feel more confident, and can see a brighter future. I’ve really noticed changes in them. And they tell me they take much less medication, sleep better, and feel they have a real purpose in life”.

With a warm smile, Jennifer cut in, “So exercise is a miracle cure! To be honest, I’m contemplating it. But come on, it’s not easy”.

“You’re right”, added Cathy. “It’s no miracle, but we know there are so many benefits. And, yeah, it can sometimes be hard. It’s easy to put off too, another thing to do later. But it’s no good leaving it too late to exercise, and to think about your body when you’re 65…I’ve put plans in place to keep being active”.

“What type of plans then?” asks Sarah.

Data Analysis and Validity

To identify main patterns in the data without restriction to a pre-existing coding scheme, an inductive thematic analysis as described by Braun and Clarke (2006) was conducted on transcripts using a six-phase procedure. Initially, the first and second authors immersed themselves with the transcripts and then generated initial codes. Next, codes were collapsed into potential themes and all data relevant to each potential theme were gathered. Themes were reviewed against transcripts and the entire data set before these were refined and combined into larger themes. This process led to the emergence of five main themes and the initial naming of these. Following a return to literature on KT, narrative inquiry, and physical activity promotion among adults with SCI, each theme’s title was amended to reflect this literature. This is not to suggest that the themes were arrived at deductively. Whilst names first given to the themes were refined following later readings of the literature, thereby
providing connections with established work rather than re-inventing ideas and adding to confusion around terminology in the KT literature (Graham et al., 2006), the themes were generated inductively. Each was emergent and represented an identified patterned response or meaning within the data set.

In terms of validity, the study was guided by a relativist approach. This means that criteria for judging the quality of qualitative research are not applied in a universal manner but rather are drawn from an ongoing list of characterizing traits (Sparkes & Smith, 2009; 2014). Here, this list included the following criteria: the worthiness of the topic; the significant contribution of the work; rich rigor, that is, developing a sample appropriate for the purpose of the study and generating data that could provide for meaningful and significant claims; and the coherence of the research, which refers to how well the study hangs together in terms of the purpose, methods, and results (Tracy, 2010). As part of a list of characterizing traits for enhancing the quality of our work, the study also used an audit trail (i.e., a colleague independently scrutinized data collection and theoretical matters) and aimed for resonance (e.g., naturalistic generalizations).

**Results**

The analysis process resulted in the development of five final themes and seven sub-themes. The main themes were termed, *Effective Communication, Narrative Authenticity, Credible Messengers, Narrative Format* and *Narrative as a Form of Action*.

**Effective Communication**

Participants had very positive perceptions of the stories. All three participant groups said that the stories were useful, of value, and appropriate. Each had utility in terms of being a highly effective tool for communicating synthesized information to the right people. Typifying all three samples of participants, one person with SCI commented,

*It did a really good job of getting information across, and kept me engaged. It gave me a lot of good information on physical activity, which as the story proved is difficult to do after...*
your injury. But it pitched the details of how to be active really well too. So I’ve got confidence in the story. It’s really helpful, and a really effective way to get this information across.

In addition to the story being useful for dissemination purposes, the analysis of data revealed four other themes. These offer useful knowledge about why the stories had utility, how the utility might be maximized or improved, and what the stories could do and how they might be used.

**Narrative Authenticity**

All participants perceived and felt that the stories were authentic. That is to say, they did not just perceive each story to be relevant, accurate, truthful, and credible. There was also a reported felt relevance, accuracy, truthfulness, and credibility that pulled knowledge out of the background and to the fore, transporting people into a story of SCI and physical activity. For example, an adult with SCI who had been injured 20 months before the interview said, “I liked that it was kinda looking back, I guess, to what I was a year and a half ago.” Likewise, a peer mentor stated, “The story hits home because it’s so true. I felt I was there. It brought me back to what life was like in rehab and the talk about physical activity felt real.” Finally, a HCP highlighted that “the story felt like a running picture of what it’s like for inpatients, and all the physical activity, sport talk was accurate but it felt real as I see this so often in my job.”

Revolving in many instances around a sense of resonance that equally respected difference, there were several attributes or means that helped convince individuals that the stories and information were authentic, and therefore had utility. These are captured in the following four sub-themes of narrative authenticity.

**Story plot and content**

The stories were considered authentic and useful partly because each had a plot and content that was not simply engaging. The plot and content of each story also resonated with participants’ personal experiences or what they witnessed inside and outside of rehabilitation in terms of what is said about
physical activity and how people speak about health-related behaviours. This narrative resonance, as it might be termed, was vital as it helped participants evaluate the authenticity and usefulness of the story.

The content communicated through the plot and characters that engaged and resonated the most with the three groups concerned both the benefits of physical activity and barriers to being active. All groups suggested that the story plot and content were engaging and resonated at transporting them into past experiences about the challenges of finding, as either a patient or HCP, activities that are interesting and pleasurable. For example, a person with SCI commented, “What was said was so true about how hard it is to go to the gym, get fit in general. I related a lot to that.” Further, from a peer mentor, “You just have to, like [the story said], find something that you’re interested in…I didn’t like basketball as an able-bodied person but I love playing wheelchair basketball. It’s a lot of fun, you just have to find one that suits your needs and you have to do it with enjoyment.” Or, through the eyes of a HCP, the story “was true because I see it nearly everyday. What people said about not wanting to do sport, the barriers they face, but the good side too was all in the story as it is in real life.” Likewise another HCP suggested that “the physical activity information that is contained in [the story] is obviously totally relevant to what you share with your patients on a daily basis… But I like the way that the story itself was set up… it’s a little bit more thought provoking maybe than just listening to me tell them [patients] what do as far as exercise.”

**Credible characters**

Credible characters were another important means for achieving authenticity and, in turn, effectively communicating knowledge about SCI and physical activity. As noted in the introduction, the characters were all people with SCI. They were crafted to be polyphonic and relational as well as reflect the research evidence by showing the diversity of physical activity experiences and complexity of behavior change after a SCI. For the participants, having characters that showed this diversity and complexity helped achieve authenticity because, rather than being uni-dimensional
about being active (e.g., being just evangelical), they together, as relational beings, depicted an emotionally realistic picture about how difficult and different the process of initiating and maintaining physical activity following SCI can be. The characters portrayed various experiences that resonated with the participants. For example, an adult with SCI observed that “what makes the stories real, well, there are quite a few things, but the people, how they interact, and talk about physical activity, their experiences of it, and other things you need to emotionally deal with. I saw myself in a few of them and there were differences of course but I recognized them all from my time in rehab and now.” Another person said that “[The characters] were different, they had different opinions, they were at different stages in their rehabilitation so that made it seem realistic.” Additionally, one peer said, “I know that this [story] is technically fiction but it’s true for me… You could have inserted my name there for one of the characters.” Moreover, a HCP that “a lot of patients came to mind as I was thinking of [the story].” Similarly a different HCP commented:

I like that it was realistic…, like the example of [the characters] being thrown into a situation and they become friends. They were saying the one was older than the other guy but really they had this in common…this injury and we see that here a lot of the time, they become friends with who their other inpatient fellows are. I think that was realistic and I liked that… There is a lot of incidental talk that goes between them…they definitely talk and compare notes with each other. Like if someone finds out something about something, they definitely are talking to each other and ask “Hey how come I can’t do this?” or “Is that good for me?” They definitely do talk several times when they’re outside of therapy and compare notes. That was a good example and quite realistic in that way.

As the above comments suggest, characters were considered authentic as they were crafted not as bounded individuals but rather as relational beings who interact and counter-argue in ways that show emotion, difference and complexity; they resonated with participants’ own lived experiences or what they had witnessed. This said, people with SCI did also say that certain characters or aspects of
them diverged from their own lived experiences of doing or promoting physical activity. This however did not devalue the authenticity of the story. On the contrary, it was a positive feature. Reflecting the polyphonic aspirations of the story, participants suggested that characters which diverged from what they lived through meant that the story was more authentic and credible because it communicated the diverse experiences they had witnessed. That is, whilst they could see themselves in the voices of certain characters, they were also different from other voices. But these voices were embodied in spinal injured people they knew inside and outside rehabilitation. In this sense, the stories were textures of resonances that acclaimed ‘sameness’ and ‘difference’, thereby making the characters and each story credible and more effective messengers of physical activity knowledge.

*Context*

For many participants, locating the story and its characters in a believable and relevant context – the rehabilitation hospital – was important for achieving narrative authenticity. Context included both the ‘whens’ (i.e., time) and ‘wheres’ (i.e., place and space) (Phoenix & Howe, 2010). Regarding the ‘whens’, in order to realistically capture the process and challenges of initiating and maintaining physical activity following SCI, the story consisted of showing people talking about their past, present and possible future physical activity experiences. In terms of the ‘wheres’, the rehabilitation centre, as the place with a set of spaces where characters interacted, was deemed a meaningful context to talk about these challenges, promote health-related activities, and target many people. As one peer mentor put it, in terms of promoting physical activity “rehabilitation is a great place to plant a seed.” Likewise a person with SCI said:

> The whole setting is very appropriate, the rehab center and where all those initial thoughts, fears, anxieties, curiosities are pretty rampant. I think a lot of people can relate with that. That definitely struck me, and pulled me back in a lot of ways… The description of the rehab center was very good…Those doors in the rehab that will swing open and the smells of the
rehab center come wafting out…I could certainly relate with all that.

As suggested by these comments, the physical context was not simply important for contextualizing the story and making it authentic. Also useful was capturing the various senses that can elicit memories and help shape how we act. As testified by an adult with SCI:

I could picture myself wheeling down in a corridor… When he was talking about wheeling out into the garden, I was picturing myself in rehab and doing that very same thing and sitting out…, catching the sun and smelling the grass, I kind of put myself there…A lot of it was real life is I guess what I want to say. It’s a real life episode and… I could see that physical activity discussion happening with somebody I met in a rehab center for sure.

Dialogue

As suggested in the comments above, the fourth sub-theme, dialogue, was another key means participants frequently identified as making the information authentic. This echoes work by others (e.g., Petraglia, 2009), which suggests there is a dialogic dimension to rendering the communication of evidence-based knowledge authentic. For example, and as the participants reputed, the story’s dialogue is often how people communicate in their everyday lives. Not only is it faithful to real life, dialogue helps deliver a sharp and engaging pace to the story. It is also action-orientated and can imaginatively transport people into the story, capturing attention and resonating with personal experiences, unraveling closely held assumptions, and provoking thought and action. Rather than being passive, dialogue fosters a sense of interactive engagement and can show people counter-arguing. It helps persuade, as some of the quotes above reveal along with the following comments from a person with SCI: “The story is really persuasive because, and this isn’t the only reason but a big one, the discussions between the people are really lifelike and the chit-chat gets across so many of the issues we face in getting active.”

Credible Messengers

This theme describes participants’ perceptions of who is the most ideal person to share the
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stories in order to achieve maximum impact and facilitate the up-take of knowledge. It offers insights into how the utility of the stories might be maximized when they are disseminated. Unprompted as opposed to being asked directly, often participants recommended that for the story to be effective as a physical activity KT tool, there were two ideal groups of people and various organizations to actively deliver it. With regard to people, the most ideal messengers proposed were first peers with SCI and then HCPs. Supporting previous work (Faulkner et al., 2010; Letts et al., 2011), all participant groups said that a peer should ideally share the stories. The reason for this, as one person with SCI said, “is that peers are the same as us, have gone through what we’ve been through, have got the badge, and are best as they can relate to us and we can relate to them. I’d listen to what they had to say or be more inclined to listen and take seriously the story because of this.”

While all three of the participant groups suggested that a HCP would be another viable messenger, there tended to be a preference for the story to be shared by either an occupational therapist, physical therapist, or recreational therapist, as opposed to a physician, nurse, or psychologist. The reasons for this preference were that inpatients interact with their therapists for many hours a day, from the start of their acute care until discharge from rehabilitation. As a result of these lengthy interactions, there are opportunities to develop trust and rapport that, in turn, can transport the HCP into a trusted and credible messenger.

Participants also suggested that the stories could be effectively disseminated by several organizations or made openly available in certain organizational places/spaces. Rehabilitation hospitals, a context where very little information about physical activity in the community is shared, was frequently suggested to be a viable place for the dissemination of the stories to both individuals and groups. It was also suggested that the dissemination of physical activity stories should be early and ongoing within rehabilitation. Participants from all groups did however offer two caveats. First, several people suggested that disseminating such stories early in rehabilitation to people who are in chaos, that is imagining that life is over following SCI (Smith & Sparkes, 2008, 2011), might be
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detrimental to their short-term well-being. Second, it was recommended the dissemination of the stories should extend beyond the inpatient rehabilitation phase into the community reintegration phase through hospital libraries or resource centers, public libraries, and community exercise facilities that offer accessible physical activity opportunities.

**Narrative Format**

This theme describes what the participants frequently perceived to be the most viable format for sharing the stories. It offers further knowledge in terms of how the utility of the stories might be maximized as well as improved when they are disseminated. All participants said that the aural story used in this study was a useful and effective means of disseminating physical activity information. They also suggested that many other people with SCI or HCPs they knew would find this format useful for communicating physical activity knowledge and health messages. For example, as one person with SCI put it:

The story works for me as it is. It’s realistic and I think because it’s a story it holds your interest. I’ll certainly be able to remember more. So, and I think others would like it, and use it too, not just people in a chair like me, but physios and such…I’d personally rather listen to the story than read it. But I know some people would prefer to read it. The best way though would be to record it on, like a film. Maybe not a long film, but so people can watch it too. More people would get to see it that way and you could show it in so many places…Ideally real disabled people would be in it.

As the above comments suggest, the aural narrative was a viable format for disseminating physical activity knowledge. Whilst this format was useful, the participants also suggested that the story could have been communicated even more effectively through a video presentation, with disabled people as the actors. Although attached with a higher production cost than most other formats, video was perceived to be able to capture embodied interactions better, would be visually captivating, and could be presented on a loop in numerous contexts to attract, or in narrative terms
narratively ambush (Frank, 2010), a multitude of people. These benefits noted, it was also pointed out that what was most important for communicating knowledge was a diversity of narrative formats. It was felt that different people might prefer a range of formats, thereby increasing the potential effectiveness of knowledge dissemination and uptake. These different narrative formats could be disseminated through websites, newsletters, SCI community events, hard-copy paper handouts, radio programs, peer-led workshops, and inpatient education sessions, for example.

**Narrative as a Form of Action**

The final theme captures people’s views on the processes and outcomes associated with using the stories. It offers knowledge about the perceived functions of the stories by illuminating what the participants believed the stories could do and subsequently how the stories might be used by them, as well as other HCPs and people with SCI. Participants consistently reported that the stories were viable and useful means of communicating knowledge. That is, each story performed a communication function. It was suggested too that the story could do at least three things that are captured by the following sub-themes.

**Dialogue**

Participants repeatedly suggested that the stories could open up dialogue. As a consequence, it was also frequently noted that these stories could be useful resources for them, as well as other HCPs and people with SCI, for initiating discussion about physical activity in various contexts and helping in the process of motivating people to live healthier lifestyles over time. As one person with SCI put it, “I’d use the story, and would use it to start a discussion about physical activity and keep it going…It’s like a good way to open up people’s minds about physical activity, to get people more confident to do things, showing them there are more things to do than just wheelchair sport.” Peers also noted that the story would serve as “a lead in with [patients] to start discussing things” in patient-peer interactions. Likewise, a HCP said:

The vignette would allow my patients to discuss things about physical activity. It would
provide a great opportunity for them to think back to what they used to do, activity-wise. I had a patient here who was extremely active and that’s one of the reasons he was hurt, actually I have a lot of patients in that situation, they were hurt because of the activities they loved so much… The story could allow them to listen a little bit more and say “Okay well what does this mean for my life?” and sort of start that discussion with [their therapist] in terms of how to match their interests with their level of ability and current level of functioning.

As exemplified in the comments above, what the stories can do and how they could be used was grounded in the dialogic nature of narrative; the stories open up dialogues between people that, in turn, become a useful resource for stimulating discussion about physical activity and perhaps persuading people to be more active. Although using different theoretical language and lenses, these points find support in the work of others. For example, grounded in social constructionism, Petraglia (2009) argued that dialogue plays a crucial role in persuasion and, rather the being incidental or perfunctory, is fundamental to behavior change. Further, based on behavior change theories like Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986) and Self-Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan, 2000), dialogues that promote self-efficacy or autonomy-supportive social exchanges can be an effective source for motivating people by generating self-efficacy or perceptions of competence. Or, in the language of narrative theory, as forms of action dialogues can act on people, and people can act out what dialogues teach them (Brockmeier, 2012; Frank, 2010). For such processes to be facilitated and outcomes realized, the participants further suggested that it was important to provide an opportunity for people with SCI to engage in follow-up discussions of the story in groups, on a one-to-one basis, or with family; in other words, it is vital to sustain the dialogue that the story generates. For example, a peer mentor recommended that she could encourage patients with SCI to “keep my contact information with them so if they had any questions or if they wanted to follow up on [the story], they could contact me by email or phone number you know, or meet up with me again.”
Stories teach

Whilst not as common as dialogue, another performative function of the stories was that they taught the participants some new physical activity knowledge. As a result, the participants envisaged that the stories might be useful as professional training resources or pedagogical resources that can be used to teach people about physical activity in authentic and engaging ways. For example, one person with SCI said, “I obviously know it’s important to be fit for my health. But I didn’t know all of what was said. It [the story] taught me a lot, and, like how much exercise I should do, or to keep myself motivated. I’ll start doing more of that.” Further, a HCP said, “I didn’t realize ideas like wheeling to the store count as physical activity so I’ve new ideas to share with patients.”

Stories remind, reinvigorate, and reassure

For participants, most notably HCPs and peers with SCI, the stories performed ‘3 R’ functions, that is reminding, reinvigorating, and reassuring. Not only did the story teach, it acted on and for the participants by reminding them about the benefits of being active, the different physical activity options available, and how difficult it can be to initiate and maintain a healthy lifestyle following SCI. Moreover, some HCPs were reinvigorated by the story to stay up-to-date with current research knowledge and to promote physical activity.

The stories also reassured participants about their decision to engage with spinal cord injured people in different ways, rather that adopting as numerous participants put it, a “one size fits all approach/model” that assumes sameness or “everyone is the same when they’re not”. Some participants, notably peer mentors or HCPs, felt more secure in the knowledge that they had done the “right thing” when engaging with disabled people in chaos after hearing the story. Against the dominant stories that circulate in the Western media, on the internet, or through various people about ‘curing SCI’, for some of participants the stories reassured them about the dangers of peddling stories that suggest that following a SCI a person can regain their ability to walk or gain major neurological improvements through engaging in active physical rehabilitation (i.e. a restitution narrative). As one
HCP put it:

Sometimes you get caught up in what some patients say about walking again and how they've heard that doing this or that, and if you do intense physical activity, rehab, you’ll get some or all function back…You can’t destroy hope, but the story reminded me I need to stay tuned to how we give realistic and good hope about physical activity across without feeding it’s a cure.

Finally, all groups of participants suggested that what stories can do on and for people in terms of these 3 R’s – reminding, reinvigorating, and reassuring – could be transferred into everyday lives. The stories themselves, or the research knowledge that continues breathing after being read, watched or heard, could be used to promote competence and confidence in people by reminding and reassuring them about what to do. It was suggested too that each story could (re)invigorate people to want to know more about physical activity and how best to promote and do it. As one HCP said:

I’m going to work tomorrow so I think I will be a little more conscious about how I present information and what that looks like, how it’s talked about. But like I said I do it already but it’s just reinforcing the importance, it’s a good friendly reminder of just the truth and how it is also my responsibility to, as a nurse, to encourage that lifestyle and you know we do but I think as a whole we could do it even more.

Closing thoughts

Despite the need to promote healthy behavior among disabled people, there is scant work that theoretically and empirically links disability, physical activity, and the dissemination of research evidence through stories in the context of rehabilitation and health. This significant knowledge gap was addressed here by examining the utility of synthesized research evidence in the form of a story as a knowledge translation tool. Informed by narrative theory, the analysis of qualitative data highlights that evidence-based stories were an effective means for disseminating physical activity knowledge to spinal cord injured adults and HCPs working with this population. In terms of why this
was the case, our analysis reveals that several attributes of the story were important for making it effective. These include a plot and content that resonates with the audience whilst promoting diversity, credible characters as actors, authentic dialogue between each character, and a multi-sensory context concerned with both the ‘wheres’ and ‘whens’ that audiences can relate to. The participants’ perceptions of the stories also highlight that to maximize the dissemination of physical activity knowledge, the stories need to be shared by credible messengers and in various formats, with a digital short-film/video being the preferred format. In revealing all this, this paper offers a model or template others can utilize for designing narrative-based knowledge tools that can be used as part of intervention programs and/or health promotion efforts. For instance, if one seeks to design an effective story for dissemination purposes the story needs to include credible characters and dialogue. Although speculative, the template and findings from this study might be similar when transferred to people without SCI, thereby increasing the naturalistic generalizability of our work. This may be particularly so for those individuals for whom there are few alternative stories to the foreclosed ones offered by society and culture.

Furthermore, our study has made a contribution to health psychology, as well as the sport and exercise sciences literature, by highlighting that people with SCI and HCPs themselves perceive that narrative can do several things on and for people that extend beyond just translating research-based knowledge about physical activity. Whilst the main purpose of each story was to perform a communicative function, the participants suggested that the stories could also act by opening up dialogues about physical activity, teaching them and others new knowledge, and reminding, reinvigorating, and reassuring the people in terms of working with spinal cord injured people. All of which, each group believed, would be useful for helping to facilitate the uptake of knowledge and move people to action. That said, we do not claim that a narrative can directly elicit behavior change. But, the participants did suggest that narratives have the power to change how they think, feel, and learn about physical activity. Thus, the use of these stories as a real-world intervention for enhancing
the narrative and social cognitive antecedents of behavior and behavior change itself are an interesting avenue for further research.

In addition to contributing to knowledge, important practical implications also emerge from this work. As part of a toolkit of resources, researchers, HCPs, disabled people and user-groups, policy makers, and public health communication programs could utilize evidence-based stories to share knowledge effectively and move people towards behavior change. This practical use for stories is particularly appealing for several reasons. Providing information through standard written instructions or guidelines has been found lacking (Scott et al., 2012) in part because these ways of communicating research often operate non-dialogically, that is, monologically. Like cognitive modes of communicating, monological communication closes itself from the embodied response of the reader or listener; it is static instead of shift shaping, asserts rather than engages, speaks at not with people, and informs cognitively but struggles to compel, animate memory, and capture bodies emotionally (Frank, 2010). The issue then is not about the validity or reliability of the knowledge communicated. Rather, the issue is about how knowledge is conveyed in a way that attracts people, holds their attention, and gets under their skin. Stories have the capacity to do this; they offer much that isolated bullets of health information cannot.

Indeed, as Scott et al. (2012) suggests, the appeal of stories lies in what they can do to memory and emotion. As they note, memory is predominately story-based and as a consequence new information can be more easily absorbed, integrated, and remembered in order to act on. Not only do “stories appear to be processed in an automatic, relatively effortless way facilitating efficient memory storage and retrieval” (p. 162). Scott et al. add that “stories generate emotional impact” (p. 163). In addition, Frank (2010) argues that stories “have the capacity to make one particular perspective not only plausible but compelling” (p. 31). They can resonate and make life dramatic, thereby enabling people to “get caught up in a story” (p. 32). Further, in stories plots and characters shift to allow many different people to locate themselves in characters in those plots.
Finally, “perhaps most significant” for Frank (2010), stories “have the capacity to arouse people’s imaginations; they make the unseen not only visible but compelling. Through imagination, stories arouse emotions” (p. 41). Others support the view that imagination is integrally tied to narrative and gives us sustenance to discern other possible ways of being (Brockmeier, 2012; Andrews, 2014). Given this, there is an exciting base from which to generate practical opportunities in research and application around narrative imagination. For instance, when designing and implementing health related promotion campaigns or health behavior interventions, narrative imaginative change could be supported through encouraging storytelling about not simply what people see and do, but also what is possible and how. Such a suggestion could also be part of a much broader programme that incorporates what is known as Appreciative Inquiry. This is an approach to organizational change that has been adapted for use in public health (Petraglia, 2009). It works through four stages: discovery, dream, design, and delivery (Cooperrider, Whitney, & Stavros 2008). For example, knowledge and strengths that are developed in the discovery stage are applied in the dream stage to imagine futures (e.g., “What physical activities would you want to be doing in one year?”). The design stage moves the group toward planning and concrete action, and the delivery stage encompasses the resultant action. Narratives can play a key part in addressing these ‘stages’ by co-creating stories and provoking people’s imagination in ways that move beyond problem solving to appreciating what is going well, envisioning what might be, engaging in dialogue about what could be, and innovating what will be. In addition, narratives could be used in behavioral counseling sessions as both an informational resource and a tool for motivating behavior change.

This paper examined the utility of evidence-based stories as a knowledge tool for disseminating research knowledge about physical activity to people with SCI and HCPs. Participants perceived that the stories were useful and viable. Their perceptions offered important insights into what attributes, formats, and messengers are crucial for successfully disseminating knowledge through stories. Further, whilst this research was not designed as an intervention study, after hearing
the story, the participants suggested that narrative could do various things in terms of positively promoting physical activity. As such, the power of narrative as a novel approach for disseminating complex evidence-based health information, and generating impact by moving people toward behavior change, should be taken seriously. The utility of narrative needs exploring further by health psychology researchers and practitioners. It is hoped this paper has opened up further consideration of narrative as a way to enhance our scholarly knowledge, share knowledge more effectively to different audiences, and apply what we know in practice to help people live meaningful lives.
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